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Phil Fisher (1907 to 2004) is widely considered to be one of the
intellectual founders of "growth stock" investing. This thread
presents some of his ideas from "Common Stocks and
Uncommon Profits" which I think investors seeking growth
today should pay attention to.
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One of the most pernicious misconceptions is that growth stock investing gives one license to
discard the basic tenets of intelligent investing -- that is, paying attention to the fundamental
of a business.
Seeking out growth stocks requires tremendous discipline.
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Fisher believed in both quantitative and qualitative analysis of growing businesses to make
his assessments. In addition to understanding the fundamentals through data, he advocated
a "scuttlebutt" process.
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What is scuttlebutt?
It is the "business grapevine" -- Fisher believed that investors must connect with suppliers,
customers, employees, and competitors. Ask questions and listen.
Today, investors can take advantage of social media to perform "scuttlebutt" research.
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Fisher devotes a chapter in his book to presenting fifteen points to look for in a common
stock. Some focus on quantitative measures, such as profit margins, and assessing how they
might evolve over time. Others are qualitative such as assessing labor relations.
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While Fisher's points of what to look for are valuable, I think that his ten points on what
NOT to do are even more valuable.
Why? If we can avoid pitfalls by understanding what does NOT work, we have stacked the
deck in our favor. Via Negativa.
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Via Negativa: Wisdom Through Subtraction
Modern life encourages us to seek wisdom by adding new sources to our
information diet. But "Via Negativa" suggests that true wisdom often comes through
subtraction.
https://rationalwalk.com/via-negativa-wisdom-through-subtraction/

So, let's look at Fisher's "Don'ts For Investors". He enumerates ten things to avoid over two
chapters.
#1: Don't buy into promotional companies
Fisher advocates companies that are well past the "idea" stage and have at least 2-3 years of
operations and 1 year of profit.
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According to Fisher "... no matter how appealing promotional companies may seem at first
glance, I believe that their financing should always be left to specialized groups."
In other words, leave seed and very early stage companies to venture capital firms.
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#2: Don't ignore a good stock just because it trades "over the counter."
While some of Fisher's observations about the state of the brokerage industry are obviously
outdated, his basic message is that investors should not automatically avoid obscure
companies.
9/
#3: Don't assume that the high price at which a stock may be selling in relation to earnings is
necessarily an indication that further growth in those earnings has largely been already
discounted in the price.
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Fisher is counseling against being fearful of stocks that trade at an elevated P/E ratio relative
to the market based on fear of P/E compression. His basic message is that a growth company
should maintain its premium valuation so long as the business continues to perform.
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In my copy of the book which I first read in 2002, I wrote "no margin of safety!" in the
margins of this section. My fear has always been precisely what Fisher counsels against: I am
always worried about P/E compression.
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Indeed, P/E compression HAS been a factor in many maturing growth companies in recent
years. One can look at Microsoft and Facebook as clear examples. Nevertheless, Fisher is
saying not to automatically assume compression, which is sensible.
13/
#4: Don't buy a stock just because you like the "tone" of its annual report.
This one is pretty self explanatory. Of course, it extends well beyond the annual report to
earnings presentations, investor roadshows, websites, and other marketing materials.
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#5: Don't quibble over eights and quarters.
Fisher is saying that quibbling over small amounts when buying a promising company makes
no sense. Back when he wrote, stocks were traded in fractions like 1/8, 1/4, etc.
Although a slippery slope, I can see his logic here.
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Even Warren Buffett is not immune from quibbling over eights and quarters! Here is an
article describing how such quibbling prevented Berkshire from taking a meaningful position
in Wal-Mart several years ago.

Warren Buffett’s warning on Walmart: There are better stocks than reta…
Warren Buffett sold most of Berkshire Hathaway's long-time stake in Walmart stock
back in 2016, citing pressure from Amazon and online retail. Walmart shares
popped on earnings on Thursday, but Buffe…
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/16/warren-buffetts-warning-on-walmart-better-stocks-th…

#6: Don't overstress diversification.
"This is the disadvantage of having eggs in so many baskets that a lot of the eggs do not end
up in really attractive baskets, and it is impossible to keep watching all the baskets after the
eggs get put into them."
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Fisher points out that diversification makes sense up to a point, but not to overdo it. Also, he
points out that many companies are themselves internally diversified making more
concentrated positions acceptable.
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One must also look at industry diversification. If you own ten stocks but eight of them are
banks, you do not really have the kind of diversification you might think you have.
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Fisher thought it was acceptable to have 20% positions in large established growth stocks,
but counsels against more than 10% positions in companies that are at a younger stage, but
he stresses no hard and fast rules here. Basically, message is: don't overdo diversification.
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#7: Don't be afraid of buying on a war scene.
Fisher observes that the onset of a war almost always causes stocks to drop but in most cases,
stocks are higher at the end of hostilities than at the beginning.
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"If an investor has about decided to buy a particular common stock and the arrival of a fullblown war scare starts knocking down the price, he should ignore the scare psychology of the
moment and definitely begin buying."
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#8: Don't forget your Gilbert and Sullivan
This is a reference to a Victorian era duo who wrote "topsy-turvy" operettas featuring
absurdities that are taken to their logical conclusion.
Wikipedia:

Gilbert and Sullivan - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_and_Sullivan
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The message here is that certain superficial financial statistics are given an undeserved
degree of attention by investors, such as anchoring to the former price range of stocks when
a company has become much more valuable and will likely never retrace its past gains.
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"To look at per-share earnings by themselves and give the earnings of four or five years ago
any significance is like trying to get useful work from an engine which is unconnected to any
device to which that engine's power is supposed to be applied."
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Being backward looking and preferring stocks that are trading where they were five years ago
while shunning companies at record highs misses the forest for the trees. Stock prices are
forward looking. Do not enter the theater of the absurd by focusing on what doesn't matter.
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#9: Don't fail to consider time as well as price in buying a true growth stock.
Investors might be convinced that a stock will be worth a great deal more than the current
quote in five years but still worry about declines in price between now and then.
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Fisher provides some thoughts on how to counter this type of thinking by timing purchases
to actual events in the development of the business, or in anticipation events -- in other
words, when fundamentals change.
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I must have found this section a confusing in 2002 since I scrawled "no margin of safety".
Nevertheless, what Fisher is saying here has validity ... if you think you see a substantially
more valuable company in 5 years, don't fixate too much on potential interim declines.
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#10: Don't follow the crowd
Markets have a tendency to follow fads and fashions. The same underlying fundamentals can
produce euphoria or dread in the mind of investors based on psychological reasons.
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We must differentiate between moves in stock prices caused by "real occurrences the world
about us" such as changes in income, management, new discoveries, new tax laws, etc... and
moves in stock prices that are the result of investor sentiment.
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"There are fads and styles in the stock market just as there are in women's clothes. These
can, for as much as several years at a time, produce distortions in the relationship of existing
prices to real values almost as great as those faced by the merchant who can hardly .."
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"... give away a rack full of the highest quality knee-length dresses in a year when fashion
degrees that they be worn to the ankle."
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So that's a 30,000 foot description of Fisher's "Don'ts for Investors" which I think are
important and deserve more attention.
In yesterday's "Weekly Digest" I wrote a bit more about "growth vs. value" inspired partially
by Fisher's ideas.

Weekly Digest - September 9, 2022
Growth vs. Value, Apple's new products, Howard Marks on the illusion of
knowledge, Precision scheduled railroading, Lessons from Julian Robertson, Pigto-human organ transplants, and more ...
https://rationalreflections.substack.com/p/weekly-digest-september-9-2022
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Way back in 2009, I wrote a brief review of "Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits":

Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits
If Graham is known as the father of value investing, Fisher is equally well
recognized as the father of growth investing. I believe that the combination of both
approaches has been responsible for th…
https://rationalwalk.com/how-can-value-investors-apply-philip-fishers-investment-princi…
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I would encourage everyone, especially followers of Ben Graham and Warren Buffett, to read
Phil Fisher's work.
"I am an eager reader of whatever Phil has to say, and I recommend him to you."
-- Warren Buffett on the cover of "Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits"
36/36
/end

This Buffett & Munger video is in the newsletter but should be part of this thread as well. The
best few minute investment of time you’ll make today.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/PeUid7U-b4I

Investors interested in pursuing growth stocks would also do well to study the life and
philosophy of T. Rowe Price who, for some reason I do not understand, is hardly ever
mentioned these days.
Here are two important quotes.

And here is a review of a book all about the man himself.

T. Rowe Price: The Sage of Baltimore
"The real fortunes in this country have been made by the people who put their
capital into a business that had a future, worked hard, invested more capital, and
stayed with their investment throughou…
https://rationalwalk.com/the-sage-of-baltimore/
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